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When Henry David Thoreau alludes to Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s “Dejection: An Ode” in his epigraph to Walden, he situates his Walden Pond “experiment” as a contribution to a transatlantic conversation concerning a central theme in Coleridge’s poem—namely, how the self makes meaning of its relation to the world. In fact, Coleridge’s corpus shaped Thoreau’s dedicated exploration of just this relation—that between the self and nature. For Thoreau, and for Coleridge before him, this relation involved a third integral category: spirit. While today we tend to separate the human “self,” the external world of “nature,” and the world of “spirit,” Coleridge envisioned these categories as comprising a continuum accessible through the human mind. Hence, he wrote, “Then it is, that Nature, like an individual spirit or fellow soul, seems to think and hold commune with us.” Thoreau expressed a similar interest in nature, spirit, and self: “My desire to commune with the spirit of the universe—to be intoxicated even with the fumes, call it, of that divine nectar—to bear my head through atmospheres and over heights unknown to my feet—is perennial & constant.” Both writers pursued a notion of spirit as interrelated and integrated with the self and with the natural world.

An analysis of Thoreau’s engagement with Coleridge provides three insights. First, the scope of Coleridge’s influence on Thoreau has been underestimated. Thoreau’s writings reveal that he encountered Coleridge’s work as early as 1837; he continued to refer to Coleridge throughout the years before the publication of Walden. His reading of Coleridge’s still relatively little known “Hints towards the Formation of a More Comprehensive Theory of Life” (“Theory”) especially informed [T]he benefits conferred by [Coleridge] on this and future ages are as yet incalculable... To the unprepared he is nothing, to the prepared, every thing.
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[15x131]An analysis of Thoreau’s engagement with Coleridge provides three insights. First, the scope of Coleridge’s influence on Thoreau has been underestimated. Thoreau’s writings reveal that he encountered Coleridge’s work as early as 1837; he continued to refer to Coleridge throughout the years before the publication of Walden. His reading of Coleridge’s still relatively little known “Hints towards the Formation of a More Comprehensive Theory of Life” (“Theory”) especially informed
both *Walden* and his ongoing studies of the self amid the natural world. Although Thoreau's reading of "Theory" and subsequent interest in Coleridge's concept of polarity has garnered some attention, no previous scholar has recognized that Thoreau was also influenced by a much larger body of interrelated prose works that Coleridge wrote and that spanned the disciplines of aesthetics and philosophy (*Biographia Literaria*), theology (*Aids to Reflection*), and politics and civics (*The Statesman's Manual*), while also addressing cutting-edge developments in science ("Theory"). These various writings comprise Coleridge's explorations of what he called the "dynamic philosophy," an endeavor that provided Thoreau with both a way of envisioning fluid continuities between the categories of self, nature, and spirit and a model of self-culture aimed at bridging philosophy, theology, science, and literature.5

Second, while Coleridge's "Dejection: An Ode" portrays the uncertain relation of self, nature, and spirit as leading to "dejection," Thoreau's works reveal that accepting this uncertainty can generate hope, anticipation, and even joy. "Surely joy," he writes, "is the condition of life."6 Thoreau certainly did not maintain this sort of optimism in all moments of his life, but neither was his view of nature unsophisticated. Even in the face of death and tragedy, he often accepted nature's ways as ultimately generative and beneficial for humanity.7 This optimism marks a significant contribution to transatlantic Romanticism.

Third, whereas recent scholars have understood Thoreau's career as divided into two incompatible stages (an early focus on self-culture and a later emphasis on the empirical collection of natural data), his engagement with Coleridge's dynamic philosophy reveals a more unified, sustained inquiry into the self as continuous with the realms of nature and spirit. That is, Thoreau, following Coleridge, saw the study of natural history as the pursuit of human consciousness. He then adapted Coleridge's theory in distinctive ways, finding in it a stimulus to what we will call an embodied self-culture.

Transatlantic Romanticism was motivated in part by an interest in solving what Coleridge called "the riddle of the world."8 The riddle itself originated with Oedipus's Sphinx, was revised by Sir Francis Bacon, and in the Romantic era signaled the quest to find meaning by explaining life itself. As Laura Dassow Walls demonstrates, the riddle was both scientific and philosophical in nature, pursuing "the meaning of man" amid "the particulars of the world" — or, "our place in the system of being."9
of the world represents the perceived - but incompletely understood - relation of humanity to nature and spirit.

Thoreau was introduced to the riddle through both Emerson and Coleridge. Emerson describes the riddle as “a question” that “the world addresses to [the] mind,” “a question that it cannot answer.” Coleridge mentions the riddle throughout his corpus, asserting that “our destiny & instinct is to unriddle the World.” Claiming that a man of “Genius” particularly “feels this instinct fresh and strong in his nature” and “perceives the riddle & mystery of all things,” he defines the riddle of the world as also “the Riddle of Man” - the ultimate secret of humanity’s perceived connection to all things.

The Romantic riddle was premised on the belief that nature and spirit were interrelated. That this relation was perceivable by the human mind was a foundational assumption of the time. Thoreau’s Journal for March 3, 1839, entitled “The Poet,” establishes nature and spirit as the primary poles of his worldview, with the human mind as the mediating agent between them:

He must be something more than natural—even supernatural. Nature will not speak through but along with him. His voice will not proceed from her midst, but breathing on her, will make her the expression of his thought. He then poeticizes, when he takes a fact out of nature into spirit — — ... His thought is one world, her's another. He is another nature—Nature's brother.... Kindly offices do they perform for one another— Each publishes the other's truth.

This passage clearly distinguishes three realms of being: first, man (the poet) - “Nature's brother,” who has “voice” and “thought,” perceives “truth,” and recognizes “a fact”; second, “nature” (from which “a fact” might be taken and which also may “speak” and exercise “thought” - a sort of sibling and collaborator with man in “perform[ing] for one another” “kindly offices”); and third, “spirit” (or, a “breathing,” which evokes the origins of the word “spirit”). Only through breath or spirit can man and nature publish “the other's truth.” Man does not speak for nature (“Nature will not speak through” him); nor does nature speak for man (“His voice will not proceed from her midst”). Rather, the third term, spirit, enables the “publish[ing]” of “truth” - whether that truth is the “thought” of man or the “thought” of nature. Thoreau thus refers to the poet as capable of bringing a “fact out of nature into spirit,” working across the boundaries of the “natural” and “supernatural” in a creative act.

The pursuit of the relation of self, nature, and spirit arguably describes the underlying motivation of Thoreau’s work, and in *Walden*, Thoreau
would come as near as anyone to articulating an answer to the riddle of the world. There he declares his experience of the “answered question” — his acceptance of self, nature, and spirit as conjoined if not completely understood.

Thoreau likely first encountered Coleridge by reading his poetry at Harvard, but Thoreau's corpus soon reveals an ongoing interest. In 1837, he consulted *Letters, Conversations, & Recollections of S. T. Coleridge.* He then also read *Specimens of the Table Talk of the Late Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Aids to Reflection (Aids), and The Statesman’s Manual.* On February 19, 1841, he quoted an appendix published in James Marsh’s edition of *Aids.* He also refers to Coleridge in 1847 in “Thomas Carlyle and His Works,” in his Journal in January and March 1852, and in a draft of *A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers.* In addition, Thoreau “took unusually careful notes” while reading “Theory.” Finally, Thoreau referred to “Dejection: An Ode” in his Journal in December 1852 and June 1853 — and, as noted previously, in the epigraph to *Walden.*

Several of Thoreau’s Journal references indicate that in Coleridge’s writings he found a method for contemplating the relation of the self, nature, and spirit. For example, in December 1839 Thoreau quotes *Table Talk,* describing the individual “soul” or “spirit” as seeking “harmony” with the “accordant” universe. More specifically, Thoreau claims a connection between “the sensitive soul” and the “fixed measure” of the “universe,” arguing that the individual is strongest when his body is in tune with both his soul and the “thrilling sphere music” of the cosmos, which he also figures as “all the forces of nature.” Thoreau’s meditation posits the interrelation in terms of a musical chord: “the sensitive soul” (which he also describes as the “brave man”) “compels concord everywhere, every where by the universality and tunefulness of his soul.” Put differently, the self seeks the “sympathy” of “nature” by merging his “soul” with nature’s own “accordant note.” Thoreau then quotes Coleridge on the poet as one who embodies this productive harmony of self, nature, and spirit.

Additional Journal references indicate that Thoreau consistently turned to Coleridge as a means of contemplating spirit as important to both the natural world and humanity. On January 19, 1841, Thoreau moves directly from a quotation from *Aids* about the “love of God,” to a statement concerning a less traditionally Christian spirit available to humanity through the natural world. This time, Thoreau figures spirit not as musical concord but as a “love” that pervades “nature.” This “love” is “afloat” and “declared” through “atmosphere,” “bush,” “gale,” “sun,” “shade,” “day,”
"night," and "moon." Similarly, in a Journal entry of January 24, 1841, Thoreau grounds his own discussion of the relation between "the natural fact," "the spiritual," and "our minds" in a quotation from *The Statesman's Manual.* Clearly, Thoreau's interest in spirit was deeply rooted in his historical moment, and his early readings in Coleridge served as a catalyst for explaining spirit in relation to both mind and world.

Thoreau's careful reading of "Theory" was key to his developing understanding of these relations. "Theory" suggested the necessity of "a close and detailed study of natural phenomena" and "showed how a program of careful observation was integral to an understanding of nature's essential principles and processes." As Robert Sattelmeyer recounts, Thoreau took unusually thorough notes on "Theory," observing its main theoretical claims, the systems upon which it was based, and Coleridge's particular terms for the processes through which all life forms exist: dynamic polarity, individuation, and multiplicity. Thoreau found in Coleridge's "Theory" both a model for understanding all life and a profound justification for a life spent studying nature's particulars.

"Theory" was written at a time when Coleridge explored deeply what he came to call the dynamic philosophy. Its goal was to balance idealism and empiricism as an alternative to mechanism, which Coleridge called a "philosophy of death." From 1814 to 1819, Coleridge was intensely invested in harmonizing his religious, philosophical, and aesthetic ideas with recent developments in science. This burst of activity began, not coincidentally, at the same time that Coleridge moved in with James Gillman, a man of science. These years of intense writing generated Coleridge's finest prose writings, including the *Biographia Literaria*, the revised edition of *The Friend, Lay Sermons, Lectures 1818–1819: On the History of Philosophy*, a series of letters about science, and, of course, "Theory." Taken together, these works – "coherently conceived, though fragmentarily expounded" – comprised a sustained effort to articulate the dynamic philosophy.

Rather than positing a material world created all at once, then set into motion like a clock and left to run on its own, the dynamic philosophy posited a view of nature as undergoing a constant unfolding process in which spirit continually embodied and evidenced itself. Spirit could be known through its manifestations in nature through law, or in the mind through ideas. Coleridge valued knowledge gained from the senses as well as that which lay beyond the senses; that is, he valued the natural and the supernatural. Therefore, in Coleridge's dynamic philosophy, the study of the mind could be combined with the study of the material world.
All of the works dedicated to the dynamic philosophy emphasize the centrality of spirit, and through Coleridge, Thoreau was exposed to a view of nature as grounded in spirit. Coleridge believed that nature (the material world observable through the five senses) was opposed by spirit (that which transcended the five senses). Yet rather than dualistically sundering these poles, Coleridge (largely following Schelling) envisioned a principle of unified divine identity, which he would “indiscriminately express by the words spirit, self, and self-consciousness.” Key was the human capacity to perceive, in an elevated act of knowledge, the “two great Laws” of identity and polarity. For Coleridge, all identity was grounded in divine spirit, and polarity was not a way of dividing but of healing division. Coleridge felt that spirit must be integral to any explanation of life: “To account for Life ... we are supposed to state something prior (if not in time, yet in the order of Nature) to the thing accounted for, as the ground or cause of that thing ... And to this, in the question of Life, I know no possible answer but GOD.” Spirit was at once unified with the self and manifested in the manifold workings of the natural world.

This was an exciting project for Thoreau. He, like many Transcendentalists, was looking for counterarguments to static ideas about nature and prescribed limits on individual consciousness that dominated American intellectual debate. He found many of these arguments in Coleridge’s prose. In the notes he took on “Theory,” for instance, Thoreau vigorously latched on to Coleridge’s idea of polarity, which maintained that the polar opposite of nature was spirit, and that the human mind was the intermediary between nature and spirit. Thoreau would have noted this key feature of polarity because it was integral to the sections of “Theory” that he recorded in his Literary Notebook.

Coleridge offered further guidance for Thoreau in suggesting that “in social and political life this acme is inter-dependence; in moral life it is independence; in intellectual life it is genius.” Coleridge thus suggests that the whole span of human endeavor can be harmonized in his theory of life; the social, political, and intellectual – each, of course, an area of great interest to Thoreau – are all gathered under its purview. Coleridge places the human mind as the “conciliating mid-point, or equator” between nature (“the real world, the sympathy and the inter-communion with Nature”) and spirit (“the Supreme Will” or “the ideal genius and the originality”). Nature and spirit could be harmonized through an act of consciousness.

Thoreau’s long transcription from the concluding passages of “Theory” further indicates his interest in the centrality of the human mind. In these
culminating pages, Coleridge states that the individual “has the whole world in counterpoint to him, but he contains an entire world within himself” and says, “In Man the centripetal and individualizing tendency of all Nature is itself concentrated and individualized – he is a Revelation of Nature!” Coleridge’s celebration of individualism culminates in the statement, “he who stands the most on himself, and stands the firmest, is the truest, because the most individual, Man.” Here the individual human mind has been placed at the center of the Romantic triad, harmonizing the categories of nature, spirit, and humanity, and poised potentially (if not actually) to solve the “riddle of the world.”

“Theory” posits a dynamic, holistic method for natural history that accounts both for the distinct individuality of forms in nature and for an essential unity undergirding all creation. Notably, this unity is grounded in spirit – or “Supreme Intelligence” – and discoverable through individual “genius.” Equally important, given Thoreau’s sensibilities, Coleridge’s ideas – which appeared in his infamously sprawling prose – were easily detachable from specific theological arguments; they were “presented in a warmer guise than metaphysics.” Following this understanding, Thoreau’s days of empirical nature study would allow him to pursue natural history as self-culture and self-culture as natural history, as well as empiricism as a sort of theology and the pursuit of spirit as a sort of empiricism. Thoreau took up the Coleridgean model of polarity as not only an organizing theme but also a literary, philosophical, and even scientific method.

Thoreau’s most famous work, *Walden*, best exhibits his engagement with Coleridge’s dynamic philosophy. Sattelmeyer and Hocks have noted the similarity between the so-called “melting sandbank” passage in “Spring” and Coleridge’s “Theory.” In addition, there is a similarity in both diction and argument between the sandbank passage and the concluding pages of *Aids*, both of which note the “increasingly dynamic spirit of the physical Sciences.” The two passages share a number of specific and evocative terms, including, “Artist,” “pulpy,” “energy,” “mass,” “foliage,” “flesh(y),” “blood,” “bone(s),” “principle,” and “organic” (“organific” in Coleridge). More importantly, Thoreau follows Coleridge in using this common set of terms to lay out three central elements of his argument: a focus on the organic as opposed to the mechanistic; the presence of an “invisible central power” or “unseen Agency” at work through nature; and an evocation of dynamic powers that knit together all life, including the botanical, the animal, and the human.
First, Thoreau adapts terms and processes from Coleridge, who in *Aids* refers to “inherent reciprocal attractions, repulsions, and elective affinities” that work through nature, noting that “herein consists the essential difference, the contra-distinction, of an Organ from a Machine.”47 Coleridge explains that the “germinal power of the Plant transmutes the fixed air and the elementary Base of Water into Grass or Leaves” and “the Organific Principle in the Ox or the Elephant exercises an Alchemy still more stupendous.”48 Attention to these organic processes of growth and assimilation are echoed in the sandbank passage, where Thoreau meditates on the complex workings of watercourses on the sand, the shapes they create, and, most vitally, the common spiritual force that might interconnect various material forms.

Second, for Thoreau as for Coleridge, the pursuit of natural history leads to the perception that a divine creator is at work through the material world. Coleridge queries, “But perhaps the material particles possess this combining power ... and are themselves the joint Artists of their own combinations?”49 Thoreau uses the same term, “Artist,” also capitalizing it: “I am affected as if in a peculiar sense I stood ‘in the laboratory of the Artist who made the world and me ... No wonder that the earth expresses itself outwardly in leaves, it so labors with the idea inwardly.”50 Thoreau, like Coleridge, emphasizes a divine power at work in and through the sandbank. Coleridge writes, “As the unseen Agency weaves its magic eddies, the foliage becomes indifferently the Bone and its Marrow, the pulpy Brain, or the solid Ivory. That what you see is blood, is flesh, is itself the work, or shall I say, the translucence, of the invisible Energy.”51 Divine spirit is the essence connecting the animal and vegetable in its creative potency.

Finally, Coleridge fuses categories of inorganic and organic life, just as Thoreau does in the sandbank passage. Like Coleridge, Thoreau sees the watercourses in the sandbank as “exhibiting a sort of hybrid product, which obeys half way the law of currents, and half way that of vegetation.”52 Thoreau employs the term “pulpy” to refer to the botanical (leaves, vines, lichens, foliage), the animal (leopards’ paws, birds’ feet, brains and bowels), and the geological (a “cave with its stalactites laid open,” and coral, now known to be animal, but a debated category at the time). He later uses “pulpy” to describe the leaf-like shape of the sand.53 Coleridge had used “pulpy” in a similar way to describe how “foliage becomes indifferently the Bone and its Marrow, the pulpy Brain, or the solid Ivory,” also interconnecting vegetal and animal.54 Coleridge likewise discussed interconnections between geological phenomena and vegetal
and animal formations. In "Theory," he writes of "those vast formations, the tracing of which generically would form the science of Geology." He mentions peat morasses and coral banks, as does Thoreau in the sand-bank passage. Coleridge saw the study of geology as demonstrating "the tendencies of the Life of Nature to vegetation or animalization," a principle that Thoreau clearly puts into practice in "Spring." Using shared diction, Coleridge and Thoreau both attempt to articulate a life process that spans categories both organic and inorganic.

Thoreau suggests that the processes he observes in the sandbank are key to answering the riddle of the world by referring to Champollion, who deciphered the Rosetta Stone: "Thus it seemed that this one hillside illustrated the principle of all the operations of Nature. The Maker of this earth but patented a leaf. What Champollion will decipher this hieroglyphic for us, that we may turn over a new leaf at last?" Thus, this section of Walden enacts the dynamic philosophy, applying the "idea" of Coleridge's "Theory" to the observation of nature.

Other sections of Walden similarly demonstrate how nature and spirit harmonize through acts of consciousness in a Coleridgean manner. "Higher Laws," for example, pursues this harmony repeatedly to investigate some higher, over-arching unity — or "laws of the universe." "Higher Laws" posits "the spirit" as the "generative energy" that helps the individual consciousness understand the way in which the polarities result in a higher state.

In addition, the final pages of "Higher Laws" gesture toward Coleridge's philosophy by echoing the Journal entry of December 1839 (in which Thoreau invokes Coleridge and writes of the harmonious, "accordant," "thrilling sphere music" experienced by "the sensitive soul"). In a close paraphrase of that Journal passage, Thoreau claims in Walden that "the most sensitive" individuals will hear the unifying law of the universe as "the music of the harp which trembles round the world," the "zephyr." Thoreau posits this universal music as "[g]oodness" — and if there is one concept that emerges as the higher law amid this sometimes vexing discussion of higher laws, it is goodness.

In discussing the pervasive goodness of the universal music, Thoreau turns to imagery and language he had earlier used to celebrate Coleridge's ideas. In "Higher Laws," Thoreau acknowledges the impossibility of putting "the highest reality" into language: "Perhaps the facts most astounding and most real are never communicated by man to man. The true harvest of my daily life is somewhat as intangible and indescribable as the tints of morning or evening. It is a little star-dust caught, a segment
of the rainbow which I have clutched." Thoreau had written similarly in his Journal on January 1, 1852, in a passage directly endorsing Coleridge's obscurity as necessary to expressing the complexity of his ideas:

I believe it was Chalmers who said, speaking of Coleridge, that for his part we wanted ideas which he could see all round and not such as he must look at away up in the heavens — ... Ideas that soar above the earth cannot be seen all round, but ever have one side turned toward the heavens... Very well then ... but I will be thankful for the light that reaches me from the star of least magnitude. I will be thankful that I see so much as one side of a celestial idea — one side of the rain bow & the sunset-sky — the face of God alone.

Both this Journal entry and its echo in "Higher Laws" center on the difficulty of communicating ideas that involve great complexities and inevitable mystery; both use images of light, sunset, stars, and pieces of rainbows. And in both, Thoreau greets with gratitude and even joy an intimation of a higher law he admits he cannot fully comprehend or express — but that originates in Coleridge.

Thoreau revisits his joyful acceptance of the ultimate uncertainty of his place in the universe in "The Pond in Winter" chapter of Walden, which arguably offers in its opening paragraph Thoreau's response to the riddle of the world. Thoreau once again embraces uncertainty in "The Pond in Winter," but here the joy that accompanies his uncertainty nearly becomes a response to the riddle. Thoreau poses the most profound questions concerning the human relation to nature and spirit — "what—how—when—where," —articulating the human desire to understand its place and meaning in the universe. He then shares his realization that, in contrast to humanity, Nature has "no question on her lips"; indeed, "Nature puts no questions and answers none which we mortals ask." Rather, nature is — and in its very existence, he proposes, we should find all answers. That is, Thoreau accepts his own uncertain place amid nature as itself the answer to all of humanity's questions: "I awoke to an answered question, to Nature and daylight." This moment represents the ultimate interrelation of self, nature, and spirit for Thoreau. Indeed, he claims, "Heaven is under our feet as well as over our heads," with the self as the integrating point. Again meeting obscurity with joy, Thoreau celebrates his own place within "Nature, in whom all creatures live." He seems then to shout, "Forward!" — and proceeds to his "morning work." This passage suggests that the riddle of the world is something to be worked out in a mode of living that includes observation of the natural world alongside meditation.
on higher law – a model that Thoreau had encountered in Coleridge's dynamic philosophy.

In addition to greeting uncertainty with joy, "The Pond in Winter" also marks how Thoreau moves beyond the British Romantics by answering the Romantic riddle of the world with a novel kind of embodied self-culture. It is embodied in that it involves modes of engaging physically, as opposed to merely intellectually, with the material world of nature. Rather than "delving in the unwholesome quicksilver mines of metaphysics" like Coleridge, Thoreau builds a cabin, plants beans, and watches both rays of light and the creatures around him – in addition to his intellectual meditations, which themselves are spurred most often by concrete experiences in nature.69

In Coleridge, Thoreau found a model to bring together "all works of decided genius and true science" with a set of dynamic, organic, vital principles grounded in spirit, legible in nature as higher law working through the natural world, perceivable through individual genius, and expressible through imaginative works of literature.70 Coleridge furnished Thoreau with an integrated worldview that championed science and literature as interrelated modes of solving the riddle of the world. He also provided an identity that spanned the realms of the "mystic," the "transcendentalist," and the "natural philosopher," making him one of the most important transatlantic sources for American Transcendentalism.71

In the twentieth century, many thinkers rejected spirit as unworthy of intellectual pursuit, labeled it "God," and cordoned it off from academic and scientific inquiry.72 Thoreau, however, refused to elide the supernatural in his consideration of the natural. To do so would be to sidestep the kernel of the riddle of the world. As Thoreau asked in his Journal in November 1843, "When nature ceases to be supernatural to a man – what will he do then?"73 For Thoreau, spirit did not necessitate theology, and the supernatural did not necessitate religion. He once wrote, "I suppose that what in other men is religion is in me love of nature."74 Later, he embraced all religions in an attempt to claim spirit: "I do not prefer one religion or philosophy to another... I like Brahma – Hare Buddha – the Great spirit as well as God."75 Still later, he speaks of "recover[ing] my spirits – my spirituality" by regaining a sense of his own relatedness to the world around him and of "the steady onward progress of the universe."76 More pointedly, when an admirer of Thoreau, B. B. Wiley, complained to him about Coleridge's particular religious beliefs in an 1857 letter, Thoreau replied, "I think you must read Coleridge again & further – skipping all
his theology – i.e. if you value precise definitions & a discriminating use of language.” 77 Clearly, Thoreau took what he needed from Coleridge, husking spirit out of its all-too-common imbrication in a certain deity, religion, or theology. For Thoreau, following Coleridge, spirit signified the vitality and dynamism of the universe for both the self and nonhuman nature.

Thoreau pursued a theory of all life – much as theorists seek to do today, in fact – that acknowledged the complexity of the human relation to nonhuman nature, the impossibility of severing humanity (or culture) from nature, and the ineffable qualities of the more-than-human world. 78 When seen through the lens of transatlantic Romanticism, Thoreau’s life pursuit was both groundbreaking and part of a larger conversation that occupied many of the great thinkers of his age. It was both literary and scientific. It sought to answer one of life’s biggest questions – the riddle of the world. It reminds us that an answer to a riddle need not be a single response but can be a life’s practice – a grateful acceptance of the perennial, ineffaceable uncertainties of human existence amid an astonishingly dynamic universe.
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